Instructions for making James Wand’s
Top Secret Spy Magic Training Manual.
Step 1: Fold paper into eighths as shown, then open flat.

Step 2: Fold in half and cut along dotted line.

✁

Step 3: Open and then fold lengthways.

Step 4: Push inwards at both ends.

Step 5: Fold booklet closed.
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TERCES POT
Hold this page in front of a mirror
to decode the message below.
Mirror Writing:

Spies use secret codes to communicate
with each other. They also use a code
name to hide their true identity.
SECRET CODES
Secretly hide four coins inside the
back binding of a book (Fig.3.) Close
the book and the coins will stay there.
Tell someone you will make coins
multiply. Open the book and place
four coins on it (Fig.1.) Pour the coins
into their hands and amazingly there
are now eight coins (Fig.2.) When you
tip the book, the hidden coins will
slide out
joining the
four
original
coins.

MULTIPLYING COINS

Magicians and secret agents need to
be good at concealing things. Here are
two fun tricks which require you to
secretly hide coins.

Show everyone a single coin
and rub it on your elbow. Grasp
the hidden coin with your other
hand. Bring your hands
together and slowly open both
hands to show the audience two
coins where there was once just
one!

Secretly hide a coin in your collar
(Fig.1.)
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Spies often wear disguises. Draw a
picture of yourself in the frame
below and then add a fun disguise.

How many of the following words can
you find?
Library, Books, Magician, Secret,
Wand, James, Cards, Secret, Code,
Clue, Levitate, Abracadabra Rabbit,
Vanish, Mystery, Adventure,
Danger, Teleportation, Reading,
Gadget, Spies

